
 

Facebook is free, but should it count toward
GDP anyway?

March 26 2019, by Peter Dizikes

  
 

  

A new study by MIT researchers puts a dollar value on all those free digital
goods people use, and builds the case that online activity can and should become
part of GDP some day. Credit: Christine Daniloff, MIT

For several decades, gross domestic product (GDP), a sum of the value
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of purchased goods, has been a ubiquitous yardstick of economic
activity. More recently, some observers have suggested that GDP falls
short because it doesn't include the value of free online goods such as
social media, search engines, maps, videos, and more.

A new study by MIT researchers puts a dollar value on all those free
digital goods people use, and builds the case that online activity can and
should become part of GDP some day.

For instance, Facebook is worth about $40 to $50 per month for U.S.
consumers, according to a series of surveys the researchers conducted. In
Europe, digital maps on phones are valued at 59 euros (currently about
$67) per month. And the free messaging tool WhatsApp, used most
widely outside the U.S., is worth a whopping 536 euros ($611) per
month, the survey indicates.

"The magnitude of the numbers was really striking," says Avinash Collis,
a doctoral candidate in information technologies at the MIT Sloan
School of Management, who helped develop the new study.

Or, as the scholars write in a new paper summarizing the results, "digital
goods have created large gains in well-being that are not reflected in
conventional measures of GDP and productivity."

The paper, "Using massive online choice experiments to measure
changes in well-being," appears today in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. In addition to Collis, the authors are Erik
Brynjolfsson, the Schussel Family Professor of Management at MIT
Sloan, and Felix Eggers, an assistant professor of economics at the
University of Gronigen in the Netherlands.

Ask the people what they want
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To conduct the study, the researchers used three large-scale online
surveys in which consumers were asked to put a price tag on the free
online services they consume. In many cases, respondents were asked
whether they would prefer to keep using a free online good, or to name a
price that would compensate for losing access to that product. All told,
the surveys drew about 65,000 responses.

"The best way to value these digital goods is to go to people directly and
ask them," Collis says.

The study produced a number of distinctive findings regarding online
services and specific companies. For instance, consumers placed an
average annual value of $1,173 on online video streaming services such
as YouTube and Netflix. To be sure, these video platforms, among
others, do charge fees to some consumers—although those are typically
$10 to $20 per month.

Either way—free or with modest charges—the surveys reveal that online
video use generates a significant amount of "consumer surplus," that is,
the value for consumers beyond the prices they pay. In these cases,
online video providers "create a lot more value then they capture," Collis
says.

The study also revealed the huge value that consumers place on certain
categories of online goods. For instance, people valued search engines at
an average of $17,530 per year, and email at $8,414. Collis suggests
those numbers may appear so high because many people use search
engines and email both at work and in leisure time, and use both factors
to assess the overall value.

Regarding specific companies and products, the surveys found that
consumers who use YouTube or Instagram place a lower value on
Facebook. Women place a higher value on Facebook than men do, while
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households with an income between $100,000 and $150,000 place less
value on Facebook than both lower-income and higher-income
households.

Mend it, don't end it

The current study is the latest serious effort to reassess the common use
of GDP. Critics have long suggested we rely too heavily on GDP as an
indicator of overall well-being, since there is more to life than economic
production.

In a separate but related critique, some observers—and many Silicon
Valley technologists—have been contending in recent years that free
online products were neglected by GDP. Those free goods can also be
thought to add to our overall "well-being," in theory.

Certainly there are good reasons to think a refinement of GDP along the
study's lines could be an improvement. Even as the use of computing
technology has grown massively, the information sector has remained
between 4 percent and 5 percent of U.S. GDP from the early 1980s until
2016.

For their part, the authors regard the current paper as just one part of a
bigger research program concerning GDP. As part of their ongoing
work, they are attempting to arrive at a large-scale number summarizing
the value of products currently overlooked by standard GDP measures,
and produce an alternate version of GDP. That new figure, Collis says,
could usefully supplement our measuring tools for national economies.

"GDP is a great measure of production," Collis says. "We should not
replace it." However he adds, "In parallel, we should also be measuring
economic well-being [in ways that] account for new and free goods."
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  More information: Using massive online choice experiments to
measure changes in well-being, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences (2019). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1815663116 , 
www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/03/25/1815663116
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